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The Monster in the photo is equipped with:

- Carbon fibre racing silencer kit 
- Carbon heat guard for standard and racing   
 manifolds 
- Semi-rigid side pannier set
- Smoked windscreen
- Set of rear-view mirrors 
- Billet aluminum footrests
- LED turn indicators 
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2 - Carbon fibre racing silencer kit 
With dedicated mapping and removable dB killer, this slip-on 
silencer system unleashes the sound and power of the Monster.

3 - Pair of homologated carbon silencers.
These silencers are equipped with cat converters and approved 
for road circulation. The lightweight of carbon and Ducati’s 
masterful engineering bring a real thrill to the compliance game.

1 - Complete exhaust system 
with carbon silencers 
Lighter and more efficient than the standard exhaust, it comes 
with a dedicated engine mapping to give you up to 5% more 
performance. Power, lightweight and Ducati sound - the essence 
of pure riding pleasure.
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2 - Carbon front mudguard 
Manufactured with extreme accuracy, this part further improves 
your bikes look.

1 - Carbon rear mudguard M821
Clear-cut lines and unique geometry stress the muscular look of 
the new Monster’s tail section.
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1 - Carbon rear mudguard M1200 
Designed for single-sided swinging arm. Clear-cut lines and 
unique geometry stress the muscular look of the new Monster’s 
tail section.

2 - Carbon fiber lower number plate holder kit 
Moves the number plate closer to the rear tire and adds a beautiful 
carbon fiber finish. This accessory also acts as a splash guard and 
is the must-have customization element to lend your motorcycle 
the true muscle bike look.
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3 - Passenger seat cover 
Made from 3k plain weave carbon; turns your natural-born single-
seater into a twin-seater at need.

1 - Carbon cover for single-sided swinging arm 
Combines aggressive design and stylish accents.

2 - Carbon chain shark fin guard 
Safety and style merge together only to be emphasized by the 
black look of carbon fiber.
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2 - Carbon heat guard for 
standard and racing manifolds 
High temperature protection with an added touch of style.

1 - Carbon belt guards 
Full cover kit to protect timing belts.
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2 - Carbon ignition switch cover 
Details that make a difference.

1 - Carbon front sprocket cover 
Made from 3k plain weave carbon.
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2 - Water radiator carbon cover kit 
It turns the water radiator from an essential component for engine 
operating temperature control into an aesthetically pleasing, 
design-enhancing element.

1 - Carbon instrument cover 
This cover made from hi-tech material replaces the standard 
instrument panel cover for enhanced wind protection.
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2 - Smoked windscreen 
Complete with fasteners. Minimalist design for effective wind 
protection in line with the Monster’s sleek, stylish aesthetics. 
Dimensions: W 28 cm; H 27.5 cm.
Colour version: 

1 - Passenger seat cover M821 
In plastic fibre; it turns your motorcycle into a single-seater.
Colour version: 

3 - Underseat aluminium number plate holder 
Homologated for road use, it makes the bike’s rear end even 
more streamlined.
The kit does NOT include turn indicators.
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2 - Set of billet 
aluminium frame plugs 
Painstakingly machined on NC machines, these 
aluminium frame plugs blend seamlessly into the 
Monster lines for an added stylish touch.
Colour version: 

1 - Brake and clutch fluid reservoirs 
Made from billet aluminum with anodized finishing. A high-quality 
accessory that enhances the bike’s look.
Colour version: 

3 - Billet aluminium water pump cover 
Machined from billet, it is a distinctive element for your motorcycle.

4 - Scalloped wheel rim set 
The exclusive machining sets the Scalloped wheel rims apart 
from standard rims, making them unique and stylish objects. 
Sizes: front= 3.5”x17”; rear= 6”x17”.
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1 - Billet aluminum footrests
Design and material reflect the racing vocation of the Borgo 
Panigale marque.

2 - Aluminum pads for front wheel hub
Aside from crash protection for front forks and front end, these 
small stylish accents add that extra touch of class to the front end.

3 - LED turn indicators 
Kit including two LED turn indicators that stand out for their 
brightness and futuristic design.
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1 - Semi-rigid side pannier set 
In thermoformed ABS lined with polyester. These sturdy yet light 
panniers come with fixing brackets and quick-release system. 
Thanks to their special design, these side panniers strike a perfect 
balance between carrying capacity (enough for a helmet) and a 
slick, aerodynamic profile. They are fitted with waterproof zippers 
and padlocks, reflective inserts, and rainproof cover.

2 - Tank pocket bag
Useful for storing a mobile phone, wallet, documents and much 
more, it features a semi-rigid structure, quick-fitting connection 
to tank plug and a top pocket designed for a smartphone. Kit 
includes rain cover. Capacity: 5 liters.
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1 - Racing articulated levers kit 
Made from billet aluminium, with travel adjustment and anti 
breakage joint.

2 - “Tanklock®” flange kit 
For fastening pocket bag.

3 - Magnetic tank bag 
Practical and well finished, it offers about 12-litre capacity.

4 - Passenger seat bag 
Up to 15-litre capacity ensures plenty of luggage space and the 
innovative hi-tech fabric makes for superior wear resistance.

5 - Touring seat
25 mm higher. It ensures further improved ergonomics and 
increased rider and passenger comfort. This seat is built with 
high-density foam and covered with fine anti-slipping materials 
resistant also to atmospheric agents.

6 - Low Ride seat (-20 mm) 
With about 20mm lower seating for better ground reach coupled 
with excellent comfort.
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2 - Set of rear-view mirrors 
Anodized billet aluminum items with clear-cut, stylish design 
lines. Homologated for road use.
Colour version: 

More accessories in the family:

1 - Carbon fuel tank protector 
2 - Indoor storage bike canvas cover
3 - Antitheft system

Ask your dealer about the accessory packages available for your model.

1 - Low Ride seat (-40 mm)   
With no less than 40 mm lower seating for better ground reach 
coupled with excellent comfort.





Monster, 696/796, 1100/1100Evo models
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1 - Carbon racing exhaust system kit 
Racing silencers with carbon sleeve and removable Db killers. 
Thanks to this exhaust system M1100Evo shows all its spirited 
character. Exciting performance levels are ensured by the Racing 
ECU with dedicated mapping and by the streamlined design; 
everything is enriched by the exuberant Ducati twin-cylinder roar.
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2 - Stainless-steel homologated exhaust kit 
Stainless steel silencers with carbon endcaps. Elegant and 
aggressive. The supplied ECU and the high-efficiency air filter 
optimize engine power delivery even at low rpm.

1 - Carbon racing exhaust system kit 
Oval racing silencers with carbon fiber sleeve and removable db 
killers. Streamlined and aggressive  design. A dedicated ECU and 
a high-efficiency air filter enhance engine power delivery.
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2 - Carbon fiber single-seat tail guard 
Its unique design makes the Monster rear end even more 
streamlined and aggressive.

1 - Titanium homologated exhaust kit 
Titanium silencers. They make the bike lighter, enhancing it by 
producing a richer and fuller engine sound. The supplied ECU and 
high-efficiency air filter optimize engine power delivery even at 
low rpm.
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2 - Carbon headlight cover 
Carbon fibre trim enhancing headlight profile.

1 - Carbon headlight fairing 
Protection and design with a material which is a synonym of 
sportsmanship and lightness.
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1 - Carbon instrument panel cover 
Hi-tech accents for an instrument panel typical of a thoroughbred 
sport bike.

2 - Carbon rear mudguard 
With built-in chain guard.

3 - Rear mudguard for single-sided swingarm 
High quality manufacturing and finishing standards, lending the 
rear end an even more streamlined profile.
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1 - Carbon front mudguard 
Painstaking one-piece design and excellent aesthetic impact.

2 - Carbon tank top cover 
Made from 3k plain weave carbon with polished finish.
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2 - Heat guard for exhaust pipe 
Carbon fiber weaves protect against exhaust system heat.

1 - Carbon tank bottom cover 
Made from 3k plain weave carbon with polished finish.
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2 - Tail guard kit with number plate holder 
Made from ABS. Kit includes an aluminum number plate holder 
and LED number plate light.

1 - Carbon front sprocket cover 
Made from 3k Plain Weave carbon with polished finish.
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1 - Carbon mounting bracket kit for exhaust pipes 
With removal of passenger footpegs. Includes structural carbon 
bracket and metal fasteners. Racing design of bracket unclutters 
Monster rear end, lending it a neater, sleeker look. Fits all Monster 
silencers (standard and Ducati Performance).

2 - Smoked Plexiglas 
New design: improves rider protection from the air flow.
Colour version: 

3 - Side semi-rigid bags kit 
Constructed from “Sky” fabric, resistant to weather and 
chemicals. With their 14-liter capacity, the bags fit an anti-theft 
retaining system, and feature a useful carrying handle and water-
resistant protective cover

4 - Soft tank bag 
Made from Sky and Cordura fabric with high-resistance seams. 
It can be expanded up to a capacity of 14 liters, and features a 
water-resistant protective cover, a carrying handle and rucksack 
straps.

5 - Rear bag 
Made from technical fabric highly resistant to solvents, UV rays 
and other corrosive agents. Can be mounted on the passenger 
seat; its capacity can be expanded up to 18 liters. 

6 - Tank pocket bag 
Useful for storing a mobile phone, wallet, documents and much 
more, it features a semi-rigid structure, quick-fitting connection 
to tank plug and a top pocket designed for a smartphone. Kit 
includes rain cover. Capacity: 5 liters.
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1 - Lower seat 
With about 20mm lower seating for better ground reach coupled 
with excellent comfort.
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2 - Touring seat 
Built with high-density foam and covered with a weather-proof 
anti-slip fabric. Ensures improved riding position and greater 
comfort for rider and passenger.

1 - “Tanklock®” flange kit
For fastening pocket bag.
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More accessories in the family:

1 - Carbon guards for silencer 
2 - Set of billet aluminum footrests
3 - Aluminum pads for front wheel hub
4 - LED turn indicators
5 - Ducati Performance dedicated 
  antitheft system
6 - Bike cover
7 - Transparent tank protector
8 - Carbon tank protector

Ask your dealer about the accessory packages available for your model.

1 - Passenger grab handles
Made in a highly resistant material. They assure due support and 
increase passenger comfort.
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